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CORPORATE EVENT PLANNING 101- MAKING YOUR TRADE SHOW A HUGE SUCCESS
The key to the success of any corporate event - such as a trade show, a retirement party, a sports outing, or any hospitality event, a sales meeting, or the
annual holiday party - is Corporate Event Planning 101. Corporate events vary in size and purpose. Some corporations host corporate events that consist of
thousands of invitees, while some organize events for all employees, and some for only select employees. Whatever the occasion, you require proper
corporate event planning to make event memorable and a roaring success.

With a variety of people attending these corporate events, their tastes and preferences are bound to be different. Workplaces have a diversity of people, and
this makes corporate event planning stressful and difficult. It takes a lot of quality time for excellent corporate event planning, and still many may be
disappointed with the results.

The major part of Corporate Event Planning 101 is the appointment of a professional Corporate Event Planner. He/she can plan and produce a great
corporate event for you and save you time and money. In fact, due to poor planning, many corporate events have failed to draw clients. Well, you can
definitely avoid this.

Planning Your Trade Show

Planning and organizing corporate events, such as a trade show, requires investing a lot of time and money. To make your corporate event a showcase of
your products, you need to plan for personalized promotions items, effective banners and unique giveaways. Corporate event planning for business events
involves ways to find new prospective customers and clients, reacquaint yourself with old customers, plan a couple of seminars, and network with your peers
and your competition. 

You will need to plan well in advance. First and foremost, plan and set a budget. Train your representatives who will work for you at the corporate event.
Draw a list of people you would like to talk to at the event. 

Your prospective customers are your target market. You need to draw them to your event. Announce your participation in the corporate event; make your
sales staff personally invite select prospects you would especially like to be present. A personalized invitation to key prospective customers is a great way to
ensure success of your strategy. 

Plan to follow up the visit by your prospective client with a thank you note, email, or a phone call. Do this immediately after your corporate event.

 


